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We must stand firm in wake of shaken faith

All kinds of news reports over the
past few years have had a capacity
to erode our trust in leaders — to
shake our faith. How much can we
take before that happens?
Hike the recent doubts that arose
about whether Ira.q had weapons of
*
mass destruction. People are asking
whether the wars we^et involved in
o
are about spreading democracy and
freedom or represent a quest for
American supremacy.
if
Ayaifi, great numbers of hardworking, middle-class people have
z
s lost life savings and pension plans
due to corrupt CF.Os. What compaa i nies can we trust anymore, and
o
where is it safe to invest?"
a:
Coaches long were considered
o .ti
mentors for our youth. In too many
cases today, even the field of sports
o
doesn't sport the clean-cut look it was

known for.
People today wonder whether government leaders aren't more interested in becoming reelected than in
serving and protecting them.
And churches now are fighting for
credibility due to scandals.
When the faith of a nation is shaken, the consequences are major.
Faith is the bonding glue that keeps
society and people Together. Without
it families break up, businesses collapse, governments fall, churches
are left empty and anarchy is given
free reign.
Kven more destructive is a broken
spirit. The very life that faith manifests is deflated, and the will to work
together is disheartened.
How do we stand firm in the miidst
of all that is shaking our faith?
In the U.S. Supreme Court build-
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ing in Washington, a frieze over the
justices' benches depicts the works ;
of good on one side and the works of
evil on the other, with Justice sitting
in the middle and Divine Inspiration
at her side. Herein lies our answer.
When we reflect upon all that js
shaking our faith these- days, we
learn that justice is always there to

stop untruthfulness. Those, who
thought their clandestine, unlawful
deeds would go unnoticed now are
being tried in the light of justice.
There is an old saying, "What goes
around, comes around." One may get
away with something for the moment, but the moment arrives when
all is brought out into the light.
Throughout the pages of Scripture .
God's promise of ultimate justice is a
constant theme.
The dishonesty we've experienced
in our times is disturbing. Our best
antidote is to study the works of justice throughout history and to-renew
our resolve never to let anything
break our fighting spirit in the cham-pioning of justice!
Father Hemrick is a columnist for
Catholic News Service.
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THE RETIREMENT OPTION YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR.
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CENTERED O N FAITH. BUILT AROUND A TRADITION O F EXCELLENCE.
If you desire a retircmenr lifestyle that embodies a

king centered on faith and built around a 130-year

strong spiritual connection while offering countless

tradition of excellence.

.opportunities tor scxr*al and cultural enrichment, it's
coming soon to Webster. As the newest residential

1 he retirement lifestyle you've been waiting for is

senior living option brought to you by St. Ann's

coming smn. Call Cherry Ridge at (585) 697-6700

Community, Cherry Ridge will be built upon a

to schedule your personal appointment. KCMJCUCO

foundation of strong traditions, and values.
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?Open ro all faiths Cherry Ridge will offer many'
opportunities for growth, including on-site chapel
services thought-provoking discussion'groups and
pastoral guidance. Our commitment to the whole
person — body, mind and spirit — will be exemplified

Cherry Ridge
a St. Ann's Community

Information Center
876 Ridge'Road 'Webster, NY 14580
www.cherryridgecommunity.com

through each program, service, amenity and health
care option offered. Cherry Ridge will be a special
place that celebrates a sense of community while

Sponsor: St. Ann's Senior Housing, Inc
The complete terms of the ottering
are available in an Offering Plan
available from Sponsor.
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